NIPPING ABROAD?

Some surgeons are worth flying for. And that's more, you can jet off for a two-week 'holiday' and no one will be any the wiser when you breeze back into town. By Olivia Falcon

NEW YORK

DR. SAM RIZK

The nose king of New York, Rizk is utterly charming and used to dealing with sniffling Upper East Siders. He sees clients from all over Europe, Russia and the Middle East to repair with absolute accuracy nose ops that have gone wrong. In his signature technique, a telescopic wand susses out the problem without any unnecessary cutting, and a filing instrument smooths down rough edges of cartilage to achieve a flawless patrician profile.

Consultation, £190; rhinoplasty, from £9,520 (drsamrizk.com or 001 212 452 3362).